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Abstract
The design and production of multimedia and interactive maps could seem to have more in common with video
and ®lm production than digital map production and software development. The processes employed apply
different methodologies to map making and the talents and skills of the personnel involved are different, diverse
and, in many cases, unlike those needed for conventional mapping. The evaluation of multimedia geographical
information products could be undertaken using a different manner than that employed for evaluating
conventional. This paper discusses the unique evaluation requirements for multimedia mapping and GIS products
which include multimedia. It then outlines how the methods used to evaluate multimedia publications might be
used as a model for developing an evaluation procedure unique to this type of contemporary mapping commodity.
Keywords: multimedia, evaluation

1.

Introduction

Much testing in GIS has been done regarding mapping components like the GUI [44],
image processing and pattern recognition [71], cognition and recall experience [21] and
the comparison of different design solutions to unique mapping applications [76]. Many
packages continue to use interfaces based on terms and techniques that require skills that
users learned in an analogue domain, and they remain an obstacle to experience the
creative process ®rsthand [29]. Evaluation and testing has been undertaken with new
media formats like optical disk storage [31], but usually testing them as isolated
components of electronic mapping packages. The evaluation of electronic mapping
products, and more particularly electronic multimedia mapping packages, requires speci®c
evaluation procedures or a set of evaluation routines to properly ascertain the true
performance capability of these innovative applications of GIS.
There are three levels of general GIS evaluation:
*
*

Whether the system can complete its objective;
If the user can complete its objective, is it usable for a particular task? and
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If the system is usable for a particular task, is the functionality appropriate for
``typical'' users? [44].

Evaluation has taken place with multimedia resources for geography and earth science
education [33], with multimedia geography/environmental studies teaching packages
[20], [74], and components of multimedia mapping like electronic displays [52], but no
real complete ``formula'' for evaluating multimedia mapping and GIS has been
proposed.
This paper looks at contemporary mapping and geographical information products,
discusses multimedia extensions to geographical information products and outlines the
evaluation methods used for conventional and digital maps and GIS. It then investigates
whether the methods used by researchers involved with educational hypermedia may give
some guidance for the development of evaluation procedures which really test the
effectiveness of all aspects of multimedia mapping packages.
2.

Evaluation of geographical information products

The fundamental question that an evaluation process for multimedia mapping products
needs to seek an answer to is ``How effective is multimedia for communicating geographic
information?'' For centuries mapmakers have relied upon traditional styles and formats to
depict their cartographic products, yet with the arrival of digital data and geographic
information systems (GIS) our communication techniques remain basically unchanged
and we continue to represent geographic information in the same manner. We persist with
these traditional methods even though there exists a diverse range of new technologies
available for the task (such as multimedia, scienti®c visualisation, exploratory data
analysis and virtual reality), and access to digital geographic data and processing software/
hardware is now both inexpensive and widely accessible to all sectors of the communityÐ
not just to cartographers. Yet, what we produce on computer screens and in hardcopy form
still essentially mimics the paper maps we used before the introduction of computers, even
though maps are only one of several outputs we can produce from digital data [6], [9].
While there has already been considerable experimental work conducted using some of
these new technologies to convey geographic information to users (in particular,
multimedia, as described in Cartwright, 1994 [7]), we are still unable to say with any ®rm
measure of con®dence just how effective these new methods areÐwhich places us at a
disadvantage when using them given that they remain highly resource-intensive to
implement. Too often, the ``gee whiz'' attitude dominates with regard to these new
methods without proper understanding of whether they are more effective than traditional
communication approaches. Accordingly, rigorous evaluation procedures must be
designed and implemented to understand the strengths and limitations associated with
these new techniques (such as multimedia) and apply them more effectively and
ef®ciently. This issue is of critical importance given recent initiatives in multimedia and
information technology in general.
As the ®eld of GIS matures and large geographic datasets and systems are completed
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and brought on-line, users have begun to concentrate more on the application and usage of
their geographic information, rather than the process of capturing the data itself. While
GIS already have the ability to transform data into information, users are now demanding
that their systems become ``smarter'' and migrate to the next generation enabling them to
turn information into knowledge. Taylor [64] supports this view and comments that while
the scienti®c technology of cartography (and GIS) are important, the issues that should
determine their future directions are not primarily technical. He argues that while maps
have always asked the question ``where'', in the information era they must also answer
new questions such as ``why'', ``when'', ``by whom'' and ``for what purpose''Ðand they
must convey to the user an understanding of a much wider variety of topics than was
previously the case.
To meet this challenge, future GIS will have to be easier to use, inexpensive, available to
a multitude of users, and offer ``. . . the right stuff at the right place at the right time'' [14].
Researchers, such as Cassettari et al. [11], suggest the ability to interact via visual maps
(that is, two-way virtual devices for interacting with the geographic database) will open up
a whole new dimension to the way in which spatial data are processed and interpreted by
users. Similarly, other authors argue that menu choices and dialogues will have to be in the
jargon of the appropriate discipline, not the foreign GIS patois, and they will need to
appear not only rich on the surface but rich in features on demand. Satisfying such needs
will require advanced analytical and communication techniques to establish data-rich
environments, together with enhanced links to application-based models [32]. Already,
these calls are starting to be met and we are witnessing the design and development of a
variety of advanced presentation techniques (ably described in Taylor and MacEachren
[66] and Hearnshaw and Unwin [28]), resulting from an extensive research program being
conducted in the areas of scienti®c visualization [41], [15]; multimedia [38]; virtual reality
[53]; and exploratory data analysis [67], [39].
However, experimental development alone, without proper evaluation of effectiveness
has often provoked harsh comments in the past about projects which start, but do not
continue to grow, and there have been too many ``initiatives'' and ``prototypes'' created
without appropriate validation and developmental work [45]. The proper evaluation of
these advanced packages (for example, multimedia applications linked to GIS) needs to
start with the premise that questions such as ``Do they like it?'' and ``Who's using it?''
while important, are by themselves inadequate to correctly evaluate such tools.
Often, the ®nal product neither meets nor suits the original objectives, and Negroponte
[47] warns it is all too easy to fall prey to the overwhelming sights, sounds, colors and
motion, while ignoring the underlying contentÐthe ``gee whiz'' approach. He aptly
comments that ``. . . the future is about computer understanding. It's not about pixels, but
objects. It's not about ASCII, but meaning''. Of course, new media forms do allow for
information to be gathered differently and, in some cases for views to be offered via
systems which are unencumbered by historical protocols, however Bearman et al. [4]
argue that ``Popular enthusiasm for new media may outweigh the actual bene®t . . . [and
that] hype alone will not guarantee the continuing use of electronic resources''. While trial
evaluation methods are beginning to be employed with regard to educational multimedia
packages, to date there has been very little equivalent research in the area of new media
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applications for communicating geographic information. By and large, we spend most of
our resources in software development without making any concerted attempt to
rigorously evaluate product effectiveness.
3.

Multimedia extensions to GIS

3.1.

Multimedia

For the purpose of this paper, multimedia is seen to comprise three component parts:
*
*
*

Tactile multimedia;
Discrete multimedia; and
Distributed multimedia.

Tactile multimedia are those media elements that can be touched, held, folded, annotated
by hand and generally used for personal information researching. It includes things like
paper maps and atlases, books, photograph albums, sketches, audio tapes, video cassettes,
plan presses full of maps and supportive documentation and reams of original data
collection forms and print-outs. Discrete multimedia is products made available through
the use of isolated computers regardless of whether they are desktop, notebook or
personal assistant. The packages made available are stored in digital form on ¯oppy disk,
hard disk drive, optical disk, videodisk or computer tape. Discrete multimedia forms the
core for multimedia development and it is an essential component of producing any
product. Finally, distributed multimedia uses communication resources to link computers
locally or internationally. Multimedia packages are delivered either using intranets,
computers linked internally, say in agencies or corporations using the standard access
methods of all distributed multimedia, or through the use of the Internet, whereby the
World Wide Web with appropriate ``browsers'' and ``plug-ins'' is used to access
hyperlinked multimedia resources.
3.2.

Multimedia and geographical information

In 1976 the MIT Media Lab devised the notion of a spatial data management system
(SDMS), a seminal step in the development of multimedia. A major component of SDMS
was Dataland: a demonstration room equipped with an instrumented Eames chair, a wallsize color display, and octophonic sound. Users sitting in the chair could ``¯y'' over
Dataland as if it were a landscape, touching down on calculators, electronic books or maps
[36]. But what has been called the ®rst multimedia geographical information product was
the Aspen Project, devised and undertaken by the Media Lab in 1978 [48]. This
groundbreaking package used videodisks, controlled by computers, to allow the user to
``drive'' down corridors or streets of Aspen, Colorado. Every street and turn was ®lmed in
both directions. By putting the straight street segments on one videodisc and the curves on
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the other, an arti®cial seamless driving experience was made available. Users could enter
buildings, see archival photographs, undertake guided tours and leave a trail like Ariande's
thread. Military contractors built working prototypes for the ®eld, for use in assisting the
protection of airports and embassies against terrorism.
Generally New Media has been applied in the mapping sciences for four applications:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Spatial storehouses
Spatial decision support systems
Multimedia packages incorporating maps
Educational packages

Spatial storehouses utilized CD-ROM and the Internet to provide almost instant access to
geographical information gathered from a wide range of data resources. Typical of this is
the CD-ROM-delivered Digital Chart of the World (DCW) and the World Vector
Shoreline (WVS) [35]. And using the Web, the mapping products delivered by MapQuest
(MapQuest.com, Inc., 1999). Spatial decision support systems enabled a myriad of data
forms to be provided almost at will (an excellent example of this is the Collaborative
Planning System prototype developed for Washington D.C. by Shiffer [59]. Multimedia
packages incorporating maps include the many CD-ROM and on-line encyclopedias and
atlases. And educational packages have used HyperText, CD-ROM and the Web to
provide timely and comprehensive map-enhanced learning suites.
Writers, looking at prospects for GIS in the future saw that: there would be a demand for
GIS which offered integrated data, combining conventional cartographic information and
remotely-sensed data [73]; the ability to interact via visual maps (two-way virtual devices
for interacting with the spatial database) would open up a whole new dimension relating to
the way in which map data is processed and interpreted by the user [11]; menu choices and
dialogues would have to be in the jargon of the appropriate ®eld, not the foreign GIS
patois; they would appear rich on the surface but rich in features on demand [70]; GIS
would be linked with other systems, process computers and control systems and would use
of video and voice communication and optical archiving [61].
Future developments of GIS were seen by Taylor to include multimedia. Taylor, p.54
[65], stated:
If the 1980s were the decade of GIS for cartography, the 1990s may well be the decade
of visualisation and multimedia with GIS becoming increasingly passeÂ. . . . We have
moved beyond GIS as a technique to a whole new area of electronic and multi-media
products.
It must be noted that some writers foresaw problems with the incorporation of multimedia
with GIS. Groom and Kemp [26] found a number of problems in implementing
multimedia with GIS. These were:
*

Data such as audio and video contain much information. They require special
compression techniques and storage media;
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Multimedia data tends to be unstructured, that is all non-standard data types like
scanned images, unstructured text, audio and video;
There is a temporal aspect associated with the presentation of some data types, such as
sound; and
The changing location of a unique data type that changes location over time,
especially those that are logged according to different world time.

The addition of multimedia elements to a Geographical Information System can improve
the user's visualization of reality when it is displayed graphically as three-space data and
time. As spatial data about natural and cultural objects change over time, in terms of
position, weighting and dominance, it is important that the display of the quantitative
information (the information, when given an accurate 4-D position can be termed
geographical information) correctly gives the user a narrative of space and time which
captures the essence of what is being depicted and hence aids visualization. Most
geographical information packages complete these tasks through the use of map
interfaces and mapping metaphors. However, there has been a trend to incorporate
interactive multimedia and hypermedia with such packages, delivered discretely on hard
disk or CD-ROM or via distributed means through the Internet and the World Wide Web.
3.3.

Use of multimedia GIS

Until recently multimedia technology has been used almost exclusively for producing
presentations rather than a data integrating tool within more demanding applications [37].
More recently, multimedia has been used to access databases for electronic catalogs; as
``mobile robots'' for storing information as video demonstrations of procedures; for
medical applications like screening and patient support; for security applications where
®ngerprints of facial imagery is used to detect individuals; and for the storage of legal
documentsÐimages of crime sites and crime reconstructions [46]. Multimedia is also seen
as a means of offering more ef®cient and interactive ways of accessing geographical
information. GIS and multimedia have been incorporated to produce packages in the areas
of GIS education and training, improving human-computer interaction using hypermedia
systems, access to new sorts of data, using hypermaps to help classify multimedia
geographical information and developing new visualization techniques [37].
The use of multimedia technology capabilities within GIS can contribute to the
development of decision support systems (Fonseca and Gouveia, 1994), and they can be
enhanced by using other types of geographical data like photographs, free text, video
images and sound, that are not usually employed in a GIS. Lewis [37] thought that these
other elements could play a greater role in decision-making, while Rivamonte [55] saw
multimedia being used in several GIS applications: 3-D modeling, vector/raster draping,
drive/walk-throughs, ¯y-overs, video conferencing, video logging and animation. She saw
the future of multimedia being in the areas of interactive video, holographic data storage,
the use of Photo CDs and multi function drives.
Interactive multimedia products have been produced on videodisc, using HyperCard, on
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CD-ROM and, more recently, on-line using the Internet for linking the spatial information
community [40] and the World Wide Web for the provision of on-line interactive GIS that
can be used on a worldwide basis for the interrogation of databases that range from street
information to environmental data.
A number of multimedia/GIS packages have been developed for various applications.
Lewis [37] has outlined the areas where multimedia has been used as being:
*
*
*
*
*

GIS education and training;
Fluid interaction systems (Hypermedia);
Providing access to new sources of data;
Hypermedia used to classify multimedia Geo-data; and
New visualization techniques.

Most users of GIS use on-screen maps to access spatial information. Green (1993) has
said that these maps are often poorly designed and do not communicate the required
information. This is supported by Parsons [50], who thought that those involved in the
spatial sciences should look beyond traditional cartographic techniques for the
communication of spatial information, techniques that allows little or no exploration
because it is a static, non-interactive medium. Multimedia visualization techniques are
well suited for the representation of qualitative spatial information that is not currently
well represented using traditional techniques. Qualitative spatial data has long been
recognized as a powerful source of geographical informationÐthe basis of travel writing
and guide booksÐbut the representation of this data type has been usually limited to
traditional paper media [50].
Multimedia has been used as an attachment to GIS, for example the use of videodiscs to
contain ancillary data to a GIS, and it has been incorporated inside a GIS, providing other
data depictions as well as maps. In many examples of multimedia GIS products however,
it is apparent that the main metaphor used for access to and the display of data remains the
map metaphor. This metaphor is sometimes supported by hypertext links, `hot-spot' for
interaction through mouse clicks, or sliding time bars. Examples of the types of metaphors
and multimedia data types used in some multimedia packages can be seen in table 1.

3.4.

Future products

Jacobson, p.39 [30], has said that
In the future a software engineÐa Virtual World Builder (VWB)Ðwill automate the
process of converting geospatial information into living maps. The engine will be built
of proprietary software using advanced object-oriented programming (OOP)
techniques. Applying algorithms derived from current experience with virtual
worlds, the VWB will turn dense geospatial data into simpli®ed more easily
understandable virtual worlds. The VWB will work with existing GIS products as an
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optional add-on to current GIS or with relational databases operated on by clients'
proprietary analytical tools.
This is most apparent where other disciplines are using mapping packages and GIS to
make their database or ``electronic story'' (one that is linked to a spatial database to tell a
better story based on the movements of peoples and events) more ef®cient. Survivors of the
Shoah [34], produced by the Visual History Foundation, California, is an interactive oralhistory archive of World War II Holocaust survivors. The archive is linked to GIS software
(Intergraph Vista Map) that provides view-and-query tools to help users pinpoint videos
and time segments relating to topics or persons of interest. The global database comprises
alphanumeric, spatial, audio and video data. The foundation hoped to make the CD-ROM
product available by the end of 1998 and an on-line version will be developed at a later
stage. Another product, the ``hyperties'' system [57], developed at the University of
Maryland, was used for the Washington Museum's project that depicts the Jewish
holocaust in Austria. A multimedia product was also produced in AustraliaÐJews in
Australia: A Swag of Stories [8] to depict the life of four immigrant Jewish families, but
the timelines were not based on a GIS database. A depiction of this product's interface,
including a map and timeline, during the development of a prototype prior to the ®nal
design is shown in ®gure 1.

Figure 1.

Map and timeline interface prototype for Jews in Australia: A Swag of Stories [8].
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Improving the product through evaluation
Map evaluation

The early attempts to test aspects of map design during the 1950s and 1960s dealt with
simple mapping problems, and many of these projects only examined the use and design of
individual map symbols, psychology, physiology and optical studies. The early 1970s saw
psychophysical testing of quantitative symbols, lettering and grey scales, and later in that
decade research focussed on information and communication theory. Interest then grew in
the area of cognitive cartography, concentrating on either speci®c cognitive phenomena or
the description of map readers' strategies in performing particular tasks. Thereafter,
testing continued with printed maps and different types of map users [60], evaluation was
done with different design procedures [62], [75], the effectiveness of individual printed
map elements like symbols were investigated [13] and tests were conducted to gauge the
performance of reading digital map products [12]. In the 1990s, two possible directions of
research have been identi®ed: the investigation of the perceptual problems of map design,
looking at aspects such as the comparison of reading differences between screen based and
printed maps [25]; and the emulation of psychologists, studying the higher mental
processes of map reading [43].
4.2.

GIS evaluation

The evaluation of a GIS is somewhat different to that of maps. For a GIS, if the design and
operation are to be optimized all structural elements (data, hardware, software, procedure
and people) must be considered. Turk [68] proposed that the experimental methodologies
that should be employed for human-computer interaction (HCI) research and development
should be: analysis of operator anecdotal evidence; operator introspection; operator/GIS
discourse analysis; GIS session simulation; and controlled psychological experimentation.
The United States Geological Survey [69] developed a procedure for evaluating GIS in the
general areas of hardware, software, the user and communications. Other evaluations of
GIS have looked at aspects such as differentiation between command-line, menu-driven or
prompt-response interfaces [17]; ascertaining what users want from a system via
questionnaires [23]; and studying the effectiveness of single variable, multi-variable and
multi-variable/multi-map displays with novice and expert users [42]. Tests for usability
range from participant observation and interviews directed at speci®c functionalities,
through to log ®les generated during system use [18].
Worth [75] has commented that previous experiments typically involved objective map
comparisons which either compared different mapping methods or different symbol
elements. He noted that the aim of all of these studies was to measure map reading
performance for a group of individuals by using a suitable sampling technique, and then
extrapolating the results from the group or sample to the population of users of that map.
But the actual design and production process of mapping and the products created have
become more complex, the use of GIS and multimedia maps are more common, and the
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potential user group is now more diverse. Users of geographic information need far more
than the printed map, and they are likely to need rapidly-produced and well-designed
spatial displays combining a number of quite different types of data [73].
4.3.

Evaluation of multimedia teaching packages

Typical evaluation dimensions for multimedia educational packages include learning and
cost effectiveness, interactivity, interaction styles, synchronicity, continuity, cohesiveness,
interface quality, ease-of-use, availability, ease-of-access, the quality of learning
experiences, level of embedded intelligence, the effectiveness of media utilisation, the
nature and level of ancillary support needed to use the product, and the complexity of the
delivery environment. Because of the multi-dimensional nature of courseware evaluation,
it is often appropriate to weight individual dimensions according to the perceived needs of
the evaluation task environment [2]. Techniques for educational evaluation include
triangulation, pilot testing and follow-ups (after allowing some time to elapse after
testing). Case studies investigated by Beattie [3] showed that many methods were used to
collect data about how multimedia packages were used. These included: Assessment of
package use and testing results; audit trails; expert criticism; one-on-one ``walkthrough''
audio recording of user comments or video taping the actual use of a package; unobtrusive
observation using video cameras and remote observation areas; interviews and informal
discussions; questionnaires and polls; and keeping journals or diaries as the package is
being used. One particular method, formative evaluation, may be of use to mapping with
multimedia. It could be used to compare conventional map use with multimedia map use,
and therefore be able to describe how multimedia maps really should be constructed and
used. It involves the collection and analysis of data based on the pedagogic value, and is
the means by which we build up our knowledge of what the medium can do. Formative
evaluation requires the practitioner to think in terms of what the user is supposed to get out
of a package, and it starts off with a needs analysis and then collecting data through the
combinations of various methods previously described. The focus of evaluation is directed
more towards breaking new ground and de®ning the unique contributions that multimedia
can make.
4.4.

Proposed evaluation of multimedia/GIS packages

When multimedia is embedded within or appended to a contemporary mapping/GIS
package it is essential that effective evaluation procedures be developed and tests
conducted. The very richness of the environment can overwhelm the designer with
options, and the imagery may cloak the sophistication of the inter-links of the nodes of
information. Proper evaluation of multimedia GIS needs to be conducted in a manner
which is sympathetic to both the user and the processes undertaken during system use, and
since multimedia is a fusion of computer science, ®lm, video, text, imagery and scripting
there is really no single aspect that can be tested in isolation to gauge the success of a
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product which uses such an amalgam of communication tools. Testing not only needs to
examine the operation of the package, but also the intrinsic merit of the content as well as
the additional value that users receive from the both the structure of the data, and the
interactions undertaken in order to ``discover'' information. Features of the package, how
users interact with it and the ``look and feel'' need to be assessed in a series of ``go/no-go''
steps. Testing is also complicated because multimedia can be approached from a number
of directions: that is, from the ``®lm'' direction; the ``book'' direction; or the software
development direction. When animation, sound and graphics are added, user perceptions
may be swayed by their personal color, graphic and voice-over preferences, and Sturges
and Campbell [63] reported that many ®rst-time users concentrated on the quality of the
multimedia presentation, rather than the content. Objective evaluation, after the novelty of
the medium had subsided, would have returned more precise results. Conversely,
measuring functionality has to be gauged in relation to more subjective user outcomes.
The evaluation procedures for testing multimedia geographical information packages
could be facilitated in phases according to the standard ``waterfall'' process of multimedia

Figure 2.

The Multimedia Development Process (after [27]).
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development (depicted in ®gure 2), viz.: Concept and Planning; Design and Prototype;
Development; Production; Testing; Publishing and Follow-up.
i.

Concept and planning phase: Focus-group studies can be used to learn strengths in
the synthetic, critical and practical intelligence areasÐ``Sternberg's Triarchic
Theory of Intelligence'' [22]. These types of studies are useful for testing interfaces
where the key items to test are authenticity, ®delity and user engagement. For
example, in the HyperGlyph project [58] a focus-group study was used (by way of
interviews) to de®ne users tasks, the objectives of the program and to design the user
interface. The types of tasks to be performed were identi®ed, each task mapped to a
set of procedures, and cognitive walkthroughs used to evaluate and modify the
semantic structure of the database and the syntax of the program functions. The
study produced 300 iterations of screen designs that were developed on paper before
any software was written, and this conceptual design was used to develop a prototype
program based on appropriate hierarchical and associative relationships.

ii.

Design and prototype phase: Testing at this phase will use working software
models. The models become the basis for the development of an incremental
prototype, which is maintained during the production phase. At this phase functional
testing is used on units of the package to isolate and verify functionality in speci®c
areas, testing the connection and timing of units (integration), deciding whether
media elements are accessible, to stress test various con®gurations or devices under
extreme conditions of use, to con®rm the performance of different hardware
con®gurations, and to conduct ``on-site'' presentation checks [27]. Different design
and interface models form the ®rst testing level and the assessment can be
undertaken on four levels: needs satis®ed and technical aspects met; courseware
evaluation; group ( peer) viewing of demonstration; and formal ®eld testing [63].

iii. Development phase: At this phase, methods need to be developed to produce the
actual components of the multimedia/GIS package, and the previously de®ned
requirements are used as guidelines for component output. Tests need to be
conducted on the design, speci®cations and production methods [63]. Alternative
interfaces and navigation strategies, content outlines and graphic ``styles'' need to be
compared. Incremental prototypes are usually demonstrated to a wide range of
potential users who evaluate current narratives. Such comparisons result in deciding
the balance or preferences for hyperlinks between certain parts of the package and
the type of link prompt, for example text versus images or digital movies. Some
complications exist at this stage due to the inclusion of animation, which can run at
different speeds on different machines, and the ¯ow of animations can disguise
mistakes in the general mix of movement and sound. A particular problem with
testing multimedia with novice users is the ``wow'' factor: new users are so
impressed with what it can do that they ignore errors and glitches which appear
obvious to more experienced users. This is a recurring problem if evaluation is to be
done comprehensively by studying both novice and ``power'' users, and the many
levels of user between these extremes. At this phase of the evaluation, contributions
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are required from many quarters, such as advisory groups, control groups, and results
from checklists and questionnaires.
iv. Production phase: The choice of software and platform needs to be pre-determined,
and benchmark tests should be run throughout production to test whether
components of the package operate properly on the chosen computers and peripheral
devices. Methods may have to be devised, or packages re-authored, to ensure
reasonable access times on slower computers. Together with ensuring that the project
criteria are met, certain standards need to be adhered to. These can be seen as ``topdown'', and used as a quality objective, or ``bottom up'', and act as a gauge of ``ease
of use''. Standards that are being developed and are applicable to multimedia
packages and their presentation or use areas are: ISO 9241-11 Ergonomics
requirements for of®ce work with visual display terminals: guidance on useability;
ISO 14598-1 Information technology (evaluation of software products) general
guide; ISO 13407 Human-centered design process for interactive systems; ISO/IEC
9126 Software quality and product evaluation; ISO 10741 Dialogue interactioncursor control for text editing; ISO 11581 Icon symbols and functions; ISO 9660
CD-ROM manufacture standards.
v. Testing phase: In this phase potential beta sites are identi®ed; response methods
prepared; evaluation machines con®gured; beta test sites opened, monitored, closed
and de-briefed; and responses evaluated [27]. This phase demands more formalized
methods and potential methodologies include performance testing, structured
interview schemes, pre- and post-testing and colleague reviews. A comprehensive
testing schema is essential for quality assurance as well as package integrity.
Performance testing ensures quality and reliability, and optimal software testing
techniques should include the use of audit trails and related automated error
detection schemes. Performance testing is undertaken to test the functionality of the
package and individual components and hypermedia links. Observational studies can
provide quantitative data from a system log (which can be monitored from within the
software) and ``path-following'' software can be used to map how individual users
progress through the package.
Fritze [24] and Salter [56] have discussed the visual mapping of evaluative data in
the form of trace logs for assisting in the evaluation of multimedia learning materials.
Such logs allow researchers to unobtrusively collect data which, when displayed
pictorially, permit them to focus on individual experiences of patterns and behavior
in the context of a whole group performance. Fritze used HyperCard to plot
chronological sequences of trace data in the form of two mappings: spatial, which
illustrated patterns and sequences; and temporal, which plots the time scale of events.
Whilst this method visually describes usage patterns and ``clusters'' of behaviors, it
does not attempt to fully describe or explain the learning process taking place.
Summative evaluation procedures are based on ``prompt questions'' which an
evaluator administers alone [2] to individuals or groups. Results from this type of
questioning are utilized to identify the outstanding features and/or their major
limitations. Some testing strategies demand that users are tested within the context of
their usual work environment. In this case a video camera can be trained on the
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computer screen and a test team can watch the test and log aspects of the
``performance'' [16]. Videotaped user interactions can be supported by a
questionnaire about gender, age, educational level and computer pro®ciency.
Usually, test candidates are encouraged to deliver a narrative which describes
what they are doing and how they are tackling each task that requires feedback and
insight. At the conclusion of testing, participants complete a subjective satisfaction
questionnaire.
vi. Publishing phase: As with most better multimedia and educational products sold
today, an evaluation form is usually an integral part of the package. Evaluation forms
can be used for assessing products during the review phase. They usually contain a
table of contents listing the major sections of the application, and the form can be
supplemented with questions relating to the suitability and functionality of each
section from the users' perspective. It has been found with educational multimedia,
that two types of responses are usually returned: those dealing with educational
outcomes; and those dealing with technical problems. Sturges and Campbell [63]
received comments about educational outcomes which covered: identi®cation of
prior exposure to technology-based training; subjective appeal of each module;
perceived relevance in the workplace; attainment of expected outcomes; language
level used in the package; possible gender and equity biases; relative appeal of
multimedia learning devices; and success of instructional design, navigation and
screen layout. Technical comments involved problems, problem symptoms, place in
package when problem occurred, problem pro®les and places visited during sessions
when problems occurred. User information on the computer platform is also essential
for evaluating package functionality.
vii. Follow-up phase: Finally, there is a requirement for more concrete feedback on user
outcomes. Future research needs to understand more about links, navigation tools
and how best to devise tutorials to assist understanding. Formalized observations are
needed to observe how users actually apply the package and to record them
``speaking their thoughts aloud''. Long-term use feedback is needed to monitor
changes in use as particular users move from novice to expert status, and as they
become familiar with both the content and the delivery medium. Follow-up
questionnaires can be provided with distributed completed products. These are useful
to isolate ``glitches'' in software, hardware incompatibilities and general user
critique. However, as with all questionnaires, poor response rates usually eliminate
the possibility for obtaining credible results with small samples.

5.

Evaluation prototype

A prototype, given the name GeoExploratorium [5] was used to test one of the methods of
multimedia evaluation. The underlying concept behind the product was that in many cases
users of the system ``browse'' the interface to ``see'' the types of elements about which the
complete spatial database could be interrogated to elaborate and expand upon. Once the
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multimedia interface user has found the general type of information they needed, they can
then interrogate the information provided and, when built, link to a GIS package ``behind''
the interface and interrogate that GIS system for more precise and concise database
information. The interactive package was built to test a combination of metaphors in
addition to the map metaphor. It contained information about buildings of architectural
signi®cance in a small township, providing a multimedia historical and geographic
information base. It was developed as a combination discrete/distributed multimedia
product. The discrete unit contained a coordinated collection of different types of
information that can be readily accessed on demand. A package of mapping, photographic
and video screen frames was supported by a textual base that offers information about the
images displayed.
The discrete product was developed using Macromedia Director and then processed
with Macromedia Afterburner, creating .dcr ®les that could be embedded into a World
Wide Web (Web) page and then read with the Web browser (with Macromedia Shockwave
and Apple QuickTime plug-ins). The .dcr ®le was embedded in a Web page and the
movement from discrete to distributed elements is transparent to the user. Figure 3 shows
the initial user Web page for the prototype.

Figure 3. Prototype Web page. The Netscape browser (with Shockwave; and QuickTime plug-ins) provides
users with a transparent link between discrete and distributed.
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Discrete/distributed proof-of-concept prototype.

Two versions were produced: a discrete unit and a discrete/distributed product. The
discrete component lies within the rectangle at the center of the screen (in ®gure 3) and the
distributed components can be accessed via the vertical columns of icons and hyperlinked
words at the left of the screen. The complete package was mounted on a server and could
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be accessed using a Web browser. All of the components of the package, both discrete and
distributed, are illustrated in ®gure 4.
Down the left side of the Title page are icons that give access to distributed elements of
the package. The user can click on any of the icons or names for access to both internal and
external HTML ®les or click inside the Queenscliff rectangle to access the discrete
elements. By clicking anywhere inside the rectangle, the user can move to level 2 of the
package and be presented with a number of options. By clicking the respective icon users
can access support and ``real world'' information arranged under the nine metaphors
developed for the GeoExploratorium: The Storyteller; The Navigator, The Guide, The
Sage, The Data Store; The Fact Book; The Gameplayer; The Theatre; and The Toolbox.
These icons appear at every level of use of the discrete unit. From the user's perspective,
the movement from discrete to distributed units is transparent.
At the heart of the discrete unit is the access matrix. This consists of a page of images
that link to speci®c sections of the discrete package by clicking ``hot spots''. The nine
icons lead to level 2 information on site plans/house information, cadastral maps, air
photographs, historic plans, historic maps, historic artifacts, archival photographs, house
photographs and videos of seven township blocks. Videos of both the township and the
coastline can also be viewed. Information about the package can be accessed by clicking
the information or icon. As the user moves from the access page, other information can be
viewed through appropriate mouse clicks. Information is stored in four levels: Title page;
OptionsÐmaps, photographs, individual house details, videos and airphotographs;
General information artifacts at township level; and Site plans and photographs of
individual buildings. Figure 5 illustrates the levels of information contained in the discrete
unit.
6.
6.1.

Evaluation
General

Advisory groups, peer groups or reference committees are needed to ensure the material
being presented is reliable and accurate [22]. For example, Wiltshire and Ferrigno [74]
reported that the GeoMedia project used an advisory group of scientists from the US
Geological survey to test the data being presented. In addition, local earth science teachers
in the US were asked to review animations and assess the overall effectiveness of the
hypermedia format as a viable alternative for teaching their topic. They were sent
evaluation CDs containing a reader response sheet that asked questions like: Was the
material appropriate for grades 7±8 (the ``target'' age group)? Did GeoMedia 2 increase an
interest in earth sciences amongst students? How well did the application perform on the
computer system used? And, was the system easy to use and the supplied documentation
useful?
To test the ®rst stage of the proposed evaluation method through peer groups provided
information via a questionnairre was compiled and distributed. Reviewers were asked to
complete a three-part questionnaire that covered the areas of a reviewer pro®le, comments
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Levels 1±4 of the discrete unit of the GeoExploratorium Prototype.

on the metaphors used in the product and general comments on the prototype product. The
review documentation included a full description of how to use the product; a background
paper about the development of the metaphors and a copy of the README ®le was
supplied in hardcopy format. The reviewers were selected from the wider mapping science
community and included a number of researchers who were involved with both digital
mapping and multimedia production. As with all questionnaires, problems with poor
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response rates usually eliminate the possibility for obtaining credible results with small
samples. To illustrate this point, the GeoMedia project managers distributed 400
questionnaires with the completed product, and only received 25 replies. Later, 1,700
copies of Geomedia 2 were distributed and a 7% response rate were achieved when they
expected something like 30% [74]. This small review received a 65% response rate (even
though it represents a much smaller actual number of returns than the Geomedia example).
To enable a reasonable understanding about their position in the geographical sciences
community to be appreciated, the ®rst section of the questionnaire asked the respondents
to complete a ``Reviewer Pro®le''. This illustrated that reviewers used mapping products
in their profession as teacher/lecturers, researchers, map curators or as cartographers. They
used a wide range of methods to produce maps: digital mapping packages, computer
graphics packages, multimedia authoring software, Web authoring, animation software
and direct programming. Their use of geographical information resources is diverse and
included:
*
*
*
*
*

Printed paper maps;
Computer monitor displays from mapping, GIS and CD-ROM packages;
Web-delivered map information;
Air photographs and remotely sensed imagery; and
Other artifacts like drawings, plans, animations, micro formats, photographs, video
and ®lm.

Other media they used in conjunction with ``main stream'' products were graphics,
diagrams, sound (including verbal instructions), television, tactile maps and Compact
Disc-Interactive (CD-I).
The reviewers agreed/strongly agreed with the statement that other support or ancillary
information helps users of geographical information better understand the information
being depicted. They generally thought that maps alone are the best communication
devices for geographical information. The metaphors used in the package were supported
as being a useful adjunct to the use of maps. They generally strongly supported that the
demonstration product adequately illustrated how the metaphors would work, and for most
reviewers the demonstration product worked with little of no problems. The more
experienced users had little or no trouble using the package, whilst the less experienced in
using such products experienced some dif®culty. All reviewers agreed (most of them
strongly) that the combined use of both discrete and distributed (Web) products is a good
way of providing map and ancillary information via such a product. There was agreement
that the support documentation was adequate for understanding the concepts behind the
metaphors. Adequate to medium agreement was had that the support documentation was
suf®cient for understanding how the product worked. There was strong agreement that the
README document adequately described how to use the product. Medium to strong
support was received about the product completing its objective (it allowed an
understanding of the metaphor Set to be made). And general support was given to the
fact that the functionality of the product is usable for the task.
The questionnaire elicited comments about the metaphor set. Reviewers were asked to
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rate (on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree with the statement) to 5 (strongly agree) their
agreement or disagreement with comments about the Metaphor Set used. Their comments
have been combined in this section to provide an overall impression of their thoughts
about the set. The reviewers agreed/strongly agreed with the statement that other support
or ancillary information helps users of geographical information better understand the
information being depicted. They generally thought that maps alone are the best
communication devices for geographical information. The Metaphor Set was supported as
being a useful adjunct to the use of maps (mainly agreement or strong agreement with the
statement). They generally strongly supported that the demonstration product adequately
illustrates how the Metaphor Set would work, and for most reviewers the demonstration
product worked with little of no problems. The more experienced users had little or no
trouble using the package, whilst the less experienced in using such products experienced
some dif®culty. All reviewers agreed (most of them strongly) that the combined use of
both discrete and distributed (Web) products is a good way of providing map and ancillary
information in the context of the GeoExploratorium. There was agreement that the support
documentation was adequate for understanding the concepts behind the Metaphor Set.
Adequate to medium agreement was had that the support documentation was suf®cient for
understanding how the Demonstration Product worked. There was strong agreement that
the README document adequately described how to use the product. Medium to strong
support was received about the product completing its objective (it allowed an
understanding of the metaphor Set to be made). And general support was given to the
the functionality of the product.
Finally, the questionnaire reviewers were asked to make general comments in ®ve
categories. The responses were sought to ascertain why users would choose this type of
product over existing products and how it should be used. Comments were also requested
about the metaphor set and how it might be improved. Lastly, the reviewers' thoughts
regarding the actual demonstration product were requested to see how the product might
be improved in terms of the general content and the way it operated
The results from the review indicate where future research and development should take
place. Positive responses from the reviewers supported the Metaphor Set. The possible
inclusion of the TEACHER metaphor should be investigated and, if proven to assist the
user in moving through the product and learning how to use each component part, then it
should be added to the set. The differences between the metaphors needed to be more
sharply de®ned and that the actual functions of each metaphor are clearly de®ned.
Further work is progressing on later stages of the project to test the evaluation process
on multimedia mapping products.
7.

Conclusion

The evaluation procedure was undertaken to guage whether the initial concepts for the
proof-of-concept prototype were appropriate. This stage of evaluation can be a critical one
for multimedia geographical information products, as users of this type of resource can
range from relative newcomers to expert or ``power'' users. Being able to elicit responses
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at a very early stage in the development cycle is critical to ensuring ®nal user acceptance.
The feedback, whilst generally unstructured clearly illustrates the different approach
required for the evaluation of new media products, including those used for the depiction
of information with a geographical bias.
This paper began by providing an overview of the evaluation and review procedures for
multimedia packages. It then outlined the ideas behind the need to properly evaluate
multimedia geographical information packages, and how these packages require different
evaluation strategies than conventional products. The paper covered the review process
undertaken for the prototype and the responses studied under the areas of: Reviewer
pro®le; comments on the metaphors used; and general remarks on the prototype product.
Individual comments were tabulated. Finally, the considerations of the results were
discussed and future research and development undertakings charted.
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